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FADE UP FROM BLACK:

INT . CAR - DAY

Gerry (29) stocky is in the driver’s seat, his hands

frantically turn the wheel.

EXT. UNSPECIFIC LOCATION - DAY

The car swings wildly as it crashes into a prison wall.

There is a sickening CRUNCH as the man’s body crashes

through the windscreen.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. PRISON, ISLE OF SHEPPEY - NIGHT

Several groups of soldiers match around patrolling the par

minter of the installation.

The year is 2014 - present day.

We see several people wearing white radioactivity suits and

gas masks.

INT. HELICOPTER - NIGHT

Prime minister Dick Brown (mid 30s) sits in the rear seat

behind the pilot.

PILOT

Oscar, Julie, Tango, Cargo is on

its way.

EXT HELICOPTER CRASH SITE - NIGHT

The helicopter erupts in a huge fireball and deep THUD.

RADIO OPERATOR

(O.S)

Station TX5 special cargo, I repeat

special cargo. send rescue unit

fast. Recovery is vital.

CUT TO:

INT. GOVERNMENTAL DEPARTMENT OFFICE DAY

Clifton Saunders, mid 30’s, strolls into the office. Jane,

29, British American highly educated, slim figure,sits at a

desk the far end of the smallish office.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

, CLIFTON

the enclosure concept.

JANE

TX5 picked up that radio

transmission you know, something

major going on.

CLIFTON

The press will go Crazy over this,

JANE

No kidding,

CLIFTON

You what a coffee or a cig,

JANE

Maybe later.

CLIFTON

you troubled?

JANE

It was all suppose to be routine.

CLIFTON

what are implying?

JANE

CUT TO:

INT. OFFICE ROOM - EVENING

JANE

damn it you said you were n’t going

to go.

CLIFTON

He was to radio on arrival,

JANE

No copy back?

CLIFTON

CUT TO:



3.

INT. RESEARCH FACILITY - NIGHT

A group of whited coated scientists walk down a a maze of

white pannelled corridors.

SCIENTIST

That item could infect the whoe of

the island, and god know the

consequences beyond that.

SCIENTIST 2

the incudbation period for counter

toxin could be months.

SCIENTIST

Yes, I realise that,

Clifton enters ahead in the near distance.

SCIENTIST

Hey, you can’t go in there this

is qualintine zone.

CLIFTON

I take it, your the authority

around here.

SCIENTIST

What the hell is that suppose to

imply?

CLIFTON

The TX5 cango has dissappeared.

SCIENTIST

Oh fuck...

The scientist’s eyes turn pale.

CLIFTON

That’s why am here.

SCIENTIST

doomsday is here,

CLIFTON

Apprently your facility was the

last to hold the cargo before

transit.

SCIENTIST

Yes, that right.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 4.

CLIFTON

no one got near that container?

SCIENTIST

we gave strict orders for no

contact.

CLIFTON

A fellow officer aproaches Clifton.

OFFICER

We’ve just located 10 - 15 bodies

all dead by the helipad. Shoutgun

wounds to the head.

CLIFTON

Son of a Bitch, fuel any available

chopper I’m going after it.

SCIENTIST

(turns more to Clifton)

Make sure none of them touch ,

it’ll spread like flu.

Clifton nods in recognizion.

CUT TO:

EXT. HELIPAD - NIGHT

Clifton walks cconcerned out of the roof like complex that

houses the the helipad. There is a small helicopter sat on

the pad in front of him.

CLIFTON

No one said anything about the

content?

The fellow officer shakes his head.

CLIFTON

I’ll radio when I find him.

Clifton gets into the helicopter. in a Blur the Helicopter

is airbound and flies off into the distance.

CUT TO:



5.

EXT.ISLAND - MORNING

The helicopters lands on abandoned helipad. There is a

porter type cabin off to the right.

CLIFTON

What a state!

He walks toward the porter cabin and enters.

CUT TO:

INT. PORTER CABIN - MORNING

Clifton enters and finds a cross on far wall.

CLIFTON

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. FORREST - NIGHT

JANE

Light it for me will you?

Clifton smartly strikes a match.

CLIFTON

you’re quite a flame yourself.

Jane knees a zombie in the balls.

(refrence to MM 79)

Mined bridge sequencethe survival theme.

EXT BRIDGE - DAY

A tanker slowly moves across the bridge. The mad people.

the shopping mail sernireo (consumerism) DoD (1978)

Clifton has to hide in a abandoned supermarket?the

cosumerism theme.

the guol female vanshes in homage to the Shining (1980)



6.

INT POLICE STATION - NIGHT

4 -5 min gun battle with 12 gauge shotguns. picture in

background from 1976. A winchester rifle is in a cabinate in

the background.

Clifton has a 12 guage shotgun in his arms. also double

barrelled shotgun. (MM)

CLIFTON

Eat this for dinner your bastards.

He opens fire with the shotgun.

CUT TO:

INT. SUPERMARKET - DAY

Clifton creeps into the main open plan layout of the

building.

CLIFTON

I don’t give a fuck about your war.

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. HOSPITAL - NIGHT

Car chase strong female character sex / love scene.

Homage to Howard Hawks ( western hybrids) EFNY / AOP13

terror unlisched by human error.

JANE

I misjudged you did I

7/7 IMAGERY OF THE OVERTURNED BUS IN 28

DAYS LATER.

The world has gone to shit. The greedy government’s scams

to rob us of our money, creating increasingly more cutbacks

just to line their pockets, is now about to backfire. The

government have a new drug. It’s purpose, to cut crime. The

test subjects, Isle of Sheppey. A drug poured into the

drinking water supply of every home on the island. It’s

cure, once the drug is gradually consumed and entered into

the blood stream it will calm down and stop peoples

animalistic behaviour, stopping all crime. No more muggings,

no more rape, burglary, drink driving and all manners of

antisocial behaviour. The drug didn’t work.... It made

matters worse, a lot worse... The Isle of Sheppey has been

shut down from the mainland since 2013. The island is now a

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 7.

prison. A concrete wall surrounds the perimeter. On a

routine helicopter tour of the island, the Prime Minister

Richard Brown, Dick for short, and Dr Wesley Whitetower the

man who created the drug who’s now employed by the

government to monitor the behaviour of the islands

inhabitants, crash landed onto the island due to engine

failure. On the mainland by the old burnt out bridge which

used to lead to the island a base camp has been set up,

plain clothed police and MI5 are all there. They need

someone brave or stupid enough to go in and get them out

alive, if they’re alive. Enter our leading man! A blacked

out car arrives. A rugged man in hand cuffs is ushered out

of the back of the car and shoved into the porter cabin. The

porter cabin is for the head of operations for this mission,

his name, Clifton Saunders. Clifton gestures to the rugged

man to sit down.

CLIFTON

Well, well, well, Jack Clayton. I

thought you were dead.

Hi name is Colt? Colt although we

are british. We should set this a

year from filming. Britain has been

dragged into a world chemical war

brought on from military attacks

against syria. An influx of

refugees, attacks on british soil

and gangs have segregated our

society. The isle of sheppey has

been used and closed off to house

all un desirables and secret

chemical warfare research has been

tested on the people put there.

Live ginipigs. Chemical designes

not to kill to end the wars.

However its turned the people into

crazy blood hungry creatures. A

fight to get off the island,

destroy the research and fight the

gangs. Escape from new york meets

mad max meets cyborg and the night

of the living dead... Immigrants

and refugees on the island, gangs,

warfare from the Middle East.... A

tiny undertone in the film about

how our society is becoming. Our

hero is sent in to destroy research

because if it gets out it’s bad for

the world. He’s a waister given a

pardon for crimes if he succeeds.

Like escape from ny The film should

start with the opening car chase

where colt has stolen something

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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CLIFTON (cont’d)
from the government but is captured

and forced to go onto the island to

destroy the lab and get out the

island alive to get his full

pardon. Colt has stolen something

from them and is being chased. The

government want rid of him. No

prison can hold him so they use him

to destroy the lab but they think

its a suicide mission because they

think no one can get out the island

alive. But they underestimate Colt!


